1966 honda

Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. In , Honda
debuted its first automobileâ€”the tiny hp S roadster and the hp S roadster. The S received a
warm welcome and entered production for , followed a year later by the similarly styled but
more powerful S And it was the S that hit the spot for Honda. Japanese cars to that point were
known for their staid reliabilityâ€”small coupes and sedans that moved people from A to B
without fuss or frills. But the S changed all that. It carried the reliability and thoughtful
engineering typical of Honda motorcycles, but its sporting nature as a tiny two-seat roadster
was unusual for a Japanese car of the era. The S put Honda on the automaking map and gave
the company a product to deliver to the world market. Two products, actually, as the S was the
first Honda car available in two versionsâ€”a cute roadster styled neatly after the best British
two-seaters of the day, and a fastback coupe, which debuted in mid Changes were slight during
its three-year production run, with only minor restyling of the headlights, grille, and front
bumper. Two trims were available as well: Standard equipment included a woodrim steering
wheel, auxiliary mufflers, dual fender-mount rearview mirrors, and a passenger hand grip. An
upscale SM added a cigarette lighter, heater, radio, special exterior colors and badging, and
improved seating. The S first came in right-hand drive, but soon a left-hooker was available for
export. Power came from a watercooled, cc, aluminum inline-4 fed by four carburetors, which
produced 57 hp at 8, rpm, while redline was motorcycle-like at 9, rpm. With a 4-speed
transmission, four-wheel independent suspension, and a relatively light 1, pounds 1, for the
coupe , the S offered a spirited driving experience. The car was happy to cruise at freeway
speeds all day long, albeit at a buzzy 8, rpm, and it topped out around 90 mph. Drivers praised it
for its heel and toe pedal setup, and its precise 4-speed and proper driving position made
spirited driving a joy. By , the S had evolved quietly into the S, but not before 13, roadsters and
coupes had been built. For an adolescent carmaker, the S was quite a feat. For all Hagerty
Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event of a
claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is
covered for, even if the value displayed here is different. If you would like to discuss your
Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Get a Quote. Model Overview Images are general in
nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. History of the Honda S In , Honda
debuted its first automobileâ€”the tiny hp S roadster and the hp S roadster. To purchase the
new one I've gotta clear out some space so I'm selling my beautiful Honda S90, Benly edition.
There's some unique parts to the benly, that are different from the typical S Its the original red,
all original otherwise, except the mirrors which cracked and I replaced. I have the original
mirrors in a box that come with it. You could easily replace the cracked lens and put em back on
the bike. Also comes with a rare rear rack unattached , cover and leather saddle bags. Odometer
reads an original miles, not to shabby. I've had all the tuneups, oil changes, etc done regularly,
and recently had the wiring gone through so everything starts and runs like a champ. Clean
title. Garaged, but still started weekly to have a little fun. Excellent little bike; great for getting
around the city or off freeway longer rides. Make Honda. Model S Kept in shed for past 35 years.
Last ridden about 30 years ago. Would start with gas and battery. Engine turns over. Would
need some minor work to become road worthy. Clear title and key. As is. Needs clutch cable
and perch broke when I went to try it. Has old gas in tank yet like half full looks good enough
little cleaning should do the trick. Cleaned carb already to run nice. Has clear title too. Some
dents in front fender, dents in right chrome removable panel and tires are old. Should be easy
project. Item can sit in warehouse till delivery arrangements are made. I can help with a
motorcycle transporter picking up a bike on the 4th May. Blast from the past! Up for sale is my
Honda S This is a clean bike. Engine runs very strong. Original paint except for the grey powder
coat on the fenders shocks. The previous owner did all that. He went through the engine and
trans. Retired machinist from Grumman air research. I am retired also so he and I hit it off. We
stay in contact. There is a dent on the muffler so I ordered a brand new one. It is pictured. Also
includes a larger main drive sprocket that I purchased separately. There is a picture of the
inside of the gas tank , NO rust as you can see. Title is clear, registration is current. It is a fun
bike to ride especially through an antique car show. Gets a lot of looks and thumbs up. Thanks
for looking. All questions will be answered. Beautiful all original Honda S This is the S65 for
sale. She last rode it in and was then put away in her garage and stored properly. I last rode and
ran it about November of last year before Winter. Model CT. I bought from original owner WWII
vet 12 years ago. Other than that I see no other problems. Bike runs great like ct90s do.
Registration is on California non op. Buyer must pick up or arrange shipping. I last rode and ran
it about November of before Winter. Please note that I do have the title to the bike. The issue is
that the person I bought it off put someones name in the buyers spot and then never sold it to
them. So the title has someones name in the buyers spot and the DMV will sort that out. If not
then I can get a new title in MI very very easy and it just takes a week for it to arrive. Information:

miles Original Honda HM tool kit Original title, registration, and information Original paint and
tank badges that are in excellent condition Just a great original bike that is very very hard to
find in this shape any more. Hi, we have 66 honda trail 90 in near mint like condition. Everything
works like new. Brand new seat, fuel lines, rebuilt carb, has been very well maintained and kept
in garage. Tags and is completely street legal in california, pink slip in hand. Has a 4 speed
transmission with automatic clutch. It starts up and runs like new. It has aprox 3k miles. Tires
are good with lots of tread. Fresh oil, nothing needs to be done to this bike as it has been gone
through and anything questionable has been replaced with n. It also comes with the owners
manual! We will do anything we can to assist with shipping if you fund the expense. This is just
an estimate based on a recent purchase, it may be less then this. Any questions you can call me
at My name is Morris. It was the predecessor to the S90 but has a pushrod 90cc four stroke
single that was a big step up from the 50cc models. The Touring Cubs were made between and
so the exact year of this one is unknown. It has a four speed transmission. This bike is
completely original and runs flawlessly. The chrome and original paint are nearly excellent.
Clear title consignor's name. Low miles and ready to ride! Call Phil at , make Offer! Model CB.
Honda founded his enterprise in , using war-surplus Tohatsu generator motors clipped to
bicycles. After his supply of engines dried up, he designed his own 50cc two-stroke clip-on
motor, the first Honda Cub. Sales boomed, but Honda wanted more, and in he made the
unheard-of plan of visiting Europe and learning as much as he could, directly from the best
motorcycle factories in the world. Realizing that fine production tolerances could only be
achieved using European and American tooling, Honda was granted enormous government
grants and bank loans to create two state-of-the-art factories, at Hamamatsu and Saitama. The
result was the C70 Dream model of , whose engine profile would be instantly familiar to any
motorcyclist awake in the s; it had a single overhead-cam parallel twin-cylinder motor with
all-aluminum construction, fine pitch finning, and a slight forward cant to the cylinders. The
frame was light and strong, made from welded steel pressings. Honda had taken the Rennmax
and brought it to the street; no other manufacturer in could boast of such a sophisticated and
affordable package, and within a year it boasted an electric starter as well. In the next iteration
of the Dream line arrived, this time a super-sports machine, the CB72 Hawk. With a 10,rpm rev
limit and top speed around 90mph, the Hawk was an instant hit. In an added 45cc was found,
and a true Middleweight arrived, the cc CB77 Superhawk. With The factory offered a
comprehensive list of racing items to bring the Superhawk onto the track, including a
bump-stop seat, special carb bellmouths, special rearsets, megaphone exhaust, etc. The bike is
offered in excellent condition throughout, both mechanically and cosmetically. The engine is
strong and taut and has great power. It shifts perfectly through an excellent clutch. Brakes,
suspension and all cycle parts are in excellent working order including the GT front brake. The
blue frame is just about perfect and the finish on the rest of the bike is as exquisite. The bike
was restored some years ago, but it has held up well â€” testament to the meticulous care taken
in maintenance and storage since. With recent race history, some minimal re-commissioning
will be needed and the bike will be ready to race. Offered on a Bill of Sale. Hollywood, FL.
Gresham, OR. Ridgefield, WA. Fairbury, IL. Cheyenne, WY. Cripple Creek, CO. Earleville, MD.
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Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Honda. Model Dream. I used to own
a Honda motorcycle dealership, and this was one of 5 vintage bikes displayed there, for over 10
years. Battery was just replaced; everything works including lights and electric starter. Engine
purrs and makes good power. No leaks. Tires are perfect. The last time I remember riding it, it
would stay with a modern cc or It is easy to store, and fires up fast. Model Dream VA Clear title.
Trans: Manual. Color: Red. Model CA. Had lots of Dreams I also travel a bit so if you are close
might be able to deliver Please look at pictures close and ask questions I buy-sell. Starts
instantly every time. Bike has original paint!!! NEver restored the seat is original and in great
condition, the gas tank is original and never creamed or molested. Amazing adult owned its
whole like, All bolts and original and very sharp on the corners. I have original owners manual.
It is a dream. I currently keep it in the house but do occasionally take her for a spin to keep her
in running condition. Electirical system is original 6volt and flawless. Bike has original sticker
from dealership even. These bikes are becoming very rare to impossible to find in this
condition. I am only selling to fund a new race bike. I searched for 5 years for this one. Its 9.
More pictures available upon request. Only the has a title, the Dreams will need to be collector
retitled avail in many states. They are located 15 miles from major 90 94 east west interstate
near Wisconsin Dells WI. Color: RedNo Damage. Professionally built from several donor bikes.

This is a great bike. Not a museum quality restoration, but a great start. Missing the side covers
and a few ornamental pieces. No title since it was from donor bikes. I have for sale a nice
original Honda Dream CA This is a two owner bike in pretty good shape for a The bike was
running about a year ago. Has good compression. Tank is very clean inside and outside. The
pipes are in very good shape with no holes. Clear title in hand. Let me know what questions you
have. I will assist in shipping. Feel free to call with questions or offer This is a Honda CA77
Dream. It has a clean and clear title in my name. It is almost completely original except for the
exhaust. It starts up and runs well. Everything works as it should. The gas tank is pretty clean
inside. This bike is not a show stopper but it is a nice original bike that can be ridden and
enjoyed. If the deposit is not paid within 24 hours, I will cancel the sale and re-list the bike. Full
payment must be made within 3 days. The bike is being sold as is with no warrenty. I will ship
the bike world wide at the expense of the buyer. All shipping arrangements are to be made by
the buyer after full payment is received and cleared into my account. Thanks for looking. I use
just to pick up mail down the hill. Has been on non op since California title is in my name. I put
on tank emblems several years ago, didn't have when I bought. Shorty's do have baffles but are
loud. Right mufflers chrome is worn at top, looks like from battery. No rust, most aluminum
parts wheel hubs still have protective coating, can be polished. Right grip has cracks see pic.
No tool kit or manual. Chain cover has some dings at top rear. Bike is great condition for a 49
year old bike. Has electric start, fires right up. Engine has never been apart. Bike would make a
great daily rider. All lights work. Stop by my place to check out before buying if you want. Buyer
must pick up or arrange shipping. It is a not running project bike. It is in good cosmetic
condition, mechanical condition is unknown. It does shift through the gears fine and the engine
turns over and has compression. Most likely just needs a battery, carb clean, and a tune up to
get it running. What you see in the pictures is what I have for this bike. I bought the titled bike a
few months ago with the intention of fixing it up to resell. Since then, I gathered 2 parts bikes
and I've realized that I don't have the time way too many family and health issues to bore you
with. There are enough parts here to build 2 bikes if you have the desire only one title though.
Below are descriptions of each bike This bike has a clear title in my name The engine turns over
and has compression. I bought this bike from the second owner He loaned it to his brother one
day in and he wrecked it The front wheel is bent steering stops are ok , the headlight ring is
scratched, the fender is scuffed up, and the handle bar clamp is cracked from that wreck. Since
the wreck, mice lived in the right pipe and under the right cover The only part that I think is
missing is the left half of the clam shells it's included on the black bike. NO title! This is the
second bike I bought. I bought it from an Indian motorcycle restorer I have no idea where he got
it. There is no title! The engine turns over, but the shifter shaft has no splines on it. Someone
started to
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restore it, but apparently gave up. It's missing many parts, but the front fender, front wheel,
handlebar clamp, and right side cover are nice. I just got this bike last week, and I mainly
bought it for the clamshells and headlight ring This bike was the pride and joy of a man who
passed away in the early 80's and was neglected in a shed since then. I bought it from his
brother who rescued it. The engine does not turn over!! It's in overall rough condition, but very
complete. Payson, AZ. Thousand Oaks, CA. Rocky Ford, CO. Davis, CA. Lebanon, OH. Mill
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